
To the Legislators in the Public Health Department of State of Connecticut: 

Dr. Robb can be reached by phone: 203-731-4251 or e mail drrobb@protectthepets.com

-This represents a review of the scientific articles Dr. Robb utilized to develop his vaccine protocol and 
key points and conclusions condensed to assist ou in your evaluation of these articles without reading 
them" Cover to Cover''. Certainly all salient points presented here can be found if desired by referring 
back to the original texts. This information only represents a small fraction of available scientific 
information. I have accumulated over 10,000 pages of documents over the past S years but have chosen to 
present these few documents so the committee members are not encumbered due to their busy and far 
reaching schedules.

 Exhibits 1, 2 and 3: Represent three small size dogs that either got sick or died following 
vaccination. Exhibit 1 shows a patient of mine re-vaccinated by Mars which developed facial swelling 
and needed immediate treatment following a full 1 ml dose of rabies vaccine. I had vaccinated this 
same dog with a smaller volume and it did not have a reaction Exhibit #3 was a pet named "AliRose" 
who died of hemolytic anemia (the immune system goes awry after overstimulation of the vaccine and 
produces antibodies against its own red blood cells) shortly after receiving just the rabies vaccine 

Exhibit 4: Article by Dr. Schultz: Does your pet really need that rabies shot? 

"Dr. Schultz reminds every pet owner that you are the one with the ability to get the laws changed ... " 

" ... there are few people who know more about vaccines than Dr. Schultz. He titers the puppy or kitten 2 

or more weeks post vaccine to make sure the animal has responded, and as long as the response is 

adequate, he would probably not re-vaccinate for the rest of the dogs life. This is the protocol he has 

followed since 1974." 

"Dr. Schultz reiterates his rabies vaccine protocol is because of the law, not because every 3 year 

vaccines are necessary immunologically. The law is not interested in when an animal actually needs 

another rabies vaccine to be protected -the law simply demands every 1,2 or 3 year vaccinations with no 

consideration for whether the animal's body is already immune to rabies virus thanks to a prior 

vaccine." 

Exhibit 5: Article -The Science has been done 
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